While researching what has been published in the area of psychedelic creativity and visionary art, we quickly realized that we had opened a can of worms. There was much more to read and view than we could possibly hope to absorb in a short time, or cover even in a cursory manner. The topic is vast, and the more one looks, the deeper it becomes. As a starting point for those who desire to investigate further, we have provided below just a few of the many resources that we came across while working on this issue.

**PRINT**


Poliester: Drugs/Drogas, Fall 1997, Vol. 6, No. 20, (Edited by Kurt Holland) poliester@intranet.com.mx.


...


**VIDEO**

*The Art of Tripping*, a 1993 documentary on the influence of drugs on writers and artists, produced by the Jon Blair Film Company for the British Channel Four.

**WEB**

Albert Hofmann Foundation
http://www.hofmann.org
Their online museum has examples of the influence of psychedelics on art. Their “Science” section has the full text of several papers related to creativity and psychedelics.

Art Visionary Magazine
http://members.tripod.com/artvisionary
A relatively new Australian print magazine that features work by visionary, fantastic, and surreal artists.

The Electric Art Gallery
http://www.egallery.com/homepage.html
Their “Amazon Project” features work from the ayahuasca-inspired artist Pablo Cesar Amaringo, as well as other artists from his Usko-Ayar School.

Electrum Magicum
http://www.levity.com/dimitri/index.htm
The psychedelic art of Dimitri Novus.

Ernst Fuchs
http://www.arsfantastica.at
Fuchs is considered by many artists to be the “father” of visionary/psychedelic art.

Fantastic Art
http://members.tripod.com/~fantasticart/index.html
An amazing collection of visionary art. While clearly not all, nor perhaps even most, of these artists used psychedelics, there are numerous contributions by artists who have either publicly or privately acknowledged the positive effect that drugs have had on their work.

Galleria Sublimatio
http://www.sublimatrix.com
The visionary art of A. Andrew Gonzalez. Aside from an impressive collection of his own images, Gonzalez has a very useful links page.

H. R. Giger
http://www.giger.com
The dark, compelling visions of H.R. Giger, perhaps most well-known for his work on the movie *Alien*.

The HAVE YOU SEEN GOD Mandala Collection
http://www.haveyouseengod.com/GALLERY.htm
Contains paintings by fantastic visionary artists including Bill Martin, Mati Klarwein, Alex Grey, Cliff McReynolds, Tim Slowinski, Nick Hyde, Phil Jacobson, and many more.

Martina Hoffmann
http://www.martinahoffman.com
The beautiful visionary art of Martina Hoffmann.

MKZDK 2000
http://www.mkzdk.org
Various subtle, psychedelic visions. Think M.C. Escher dabbling with fractals and drugs.

Sacred Light Studio
http://sacredlight.to
The visionary art of Mark Henson.

The Stairwell Gallery Studio
http://www.art.freewire.co.uk/stairwell
Resident artist Cindy Mills.

Starroot Homepage
http://arts.bev.net/NRAC/visart/starroot/thumbnails.html
Images of Starroot’s original artwork.

Huichol artifacts on pages 20 and 43 from the collection of Tom Mayers.